Management of Humeral Shaft Fractures; Non-Operative Versus Operative
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Context: Functional humeral bracing remains the gold standard for treatment of humeral shaft fractures. There is an increasing trend in the literature to perform operative fixation of these fractures.

Evidence Acquisition: The aim of this systematic review was to compare the level one evidence for the outcome of non-operative with operative management of humeral shaft fractures in adults. A comprehensive electronic literature search of Medline and PubMed was performed with specific inclusion criteria to identify randomized controlled trials.

Results: In total, seventeen different studies were identified from the search terms and combinations used. Only one study met the inclusion criteria; however, this was a published study protocol of an ongoing trial currently being conducted. One additional published protocol for an ongoing trial was also identified, but this was for a prospective comparative observational study. Although this latter study may not be level one evidence, it would offer great insight into the functional outcome of humeral shaft fractures and economic implications of operative management, which is currently not addressed in the literature. Two retrospective comparative studies were also identified, one of which demonstrated a significantly lower rate of nonunion and malunion in those patients undergoing operative management.

Conclusions: This systematic review demonstrated a deficiency in the current literature of level one evidence available for the management of humeral shaft fractures. The current ongoing randomized control trial would offer a greater insight into the management of humeral shaft fractures and help confirm or refute the current literature. If this randomized control trial affirms the reduction in the rate of nonunion with operative fixation, a cost economic analysis is essential. As it would seem to offer operative management to all patients may be over treatment and not to offer this at all would undertreat.
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1. Context

Humeral shaft fractures are a relatively common fracture presenting to trauma services, with an incidence of 13 per 100000 per year (1). The incidence is dependent upon age and gender, with an overall bimodal distribution due to a peak incidence for males between 20 to 30 years old and a second peak for older females aged between 60 and 70 years (2). It is thought that the incidence may increase many fold in the future due to the growing elderly population, which would have significant repercussions on health care services (3). Management of these fractures would form a growing part of trauma management in the future and an understanding of the current literature and deficiencies in evidence is essential to optimize the outcome of patients.

Non-operative management of humeral shaft fractures using functional bracing is the currently accepted gold standard of treatment (4). The Egyptians described managing humeral shaft fracture with splints over 3500 years ago, which remained the established treatment method until more recently (4). Splints and casts generally included the elbow and shoulder which would often result in subsequent stiffness to the joint once the treatment regimen was complete. Sarmiento et al. (5) recognized this morbidity and described the outcome of functional bracing for the treatment of humeral shaft fractures. This functional brace is applied to the arm once acute pain and swelling subside and is recommended as soon as possible, once the patient can tolerate it. Application would normally be between a week to two weeks following the fracture. The functional brace is a prefabricated polypropylene sleeve, which is fitted to the patient to encompass the arm and allow compression of the soft tissues using the adjustable Velcro straps and does not inhibit shoulder or elbow movement (Figure 1). This compression is thought to help immobilize the fracture site and enable early mobilization of the shoulder and elbow preventing secondary stiffness (5).

Functional bracing of humeral shaft fractures may be the current gold standard treatment; however, more recent studies questioned this management for all fractures (6, 7). Denard et al. (6) described a retrospective comparative study of operative versus non-operative...
management of humeral shaft fractures. They observed a significantly lower rate of nonunion and malunion in those patients undergoing operative management, although they did not find any difference in the final range of motion between these groups. Therefore, authors concluded that “in certain clinical scenarios, these fractures may be well severed by compression plating” (6). More recently, a review of non-operative management for humeral shaft fractures demonstrated a higher rate of nonunion for proximal third fractures and suggested that a lower threshold of surgical fixation of such fractures may be considered (7). This trend in the current literature towards operative fixation of selected humeral shaft fractures is reflected in a study from Finland where the rate of surgical treatment was demonstrated to have doubled over the last two decades (8).

Open reduction and plate fixation (Figure 2) and intramedullary nailing (Figure 3) are the two most commonly recognized operative methods of fixation for humeral shaft fractures. There have been multiple randomized controlled trials comparing the outcome of these methods of fixation; however, there are some advantages and disadvantages for both techniques (9). A meta-analysis of five studies including 237 patients demonstrated that a lower complication rate was observed with open reduction and plate fixation (10).

The aim of this systematic review was to compare the outcome of non-operative and operative management of humeral shaft fractures in adults.

2. Evidence Acquisition

The inclusion criteria for this review were all randomized controlled trials comparing the outcome of non-operative versus operative management of non-pathological acute humeral shaft fractures in adults (16 years and older). Non-operative management was defined to include: sugar tong and plaster splints, hanging casts or functional humeral bracing. Operative interventions were defined to include intramedullary nailing, external fixation and open reduction and plate fixation. Studies comparing different methods of non-operative treatment alone or different methods of operative management alone were excluded.

Ovid Medline (1946 to the 13th of February 2015) and PubMed were used as electronic search engines for this review. The search terms and combinations used to identify the studies from Medline are included in Table 1. Two search terms were used in PubMed: "(((humeral) AND fracture) AND shaft) and randomized) and operative)" and "(((humeral) and fracture) and shaft) and randomized) and operative)"), which identified three and seven studies, respectively. All studies were then scrutinized to assess their eligibility for inclusion according to the defined criteria.

3. Results

In total, seventeen different studies were identified from the search terms and combinations used. Only
one study met the inclusion criteria; however, this was a published study protocol of an ongoing trial currently being conducted (11). One additional published protocol for an ongoing another trial was also identified, but this was a prospective comparative observational study (12). Although this latter study may not be level one evidence, it would offer great insight into the functional outcome of humeral shaft fractures and cost economic implications of operative management, which is currently not addressed in the literature.

4. Conclusions

This systematic review failed to identify any randomized controlled trials comparing the outcome of non-operative with operative management of humeral shaft fractures. The only current evidence for the management of these fractures is in the form of retrospective comparative studies. However, this void in the literature is currently being addressed by an ongoing randomized controlled trial that would hopefully answer which method of treatment of humeral shaft fractures results in a superior outcome for patient. The remainder of this review would critically discuss the current retrospective studies published comparing the outcome of operative with non-operative management of humeral shaft fractures. In addition, the current ongoing randomized (11) controlled trial and the prospective comparative observational study (12) identified in this review would be discussed.

Denard et al. (6) recognized the deficiency in the current literature of comparing the outcome of non-operative and operative management of humeral shaft fractures. They retrospectively identified two-hundred thirteen adult patients presenting to two level one trauma centers with a humeral shaft fracture and managed with either a functional brace (being defined as the non-operative treatment group) or compression plating (being defined as the operative treatment group). The primary outcome measures assessed were time to union, nonunion, malunion, infection, incidence of radial nerve palsy and elbow range of motion. They observed the rate of nonunion in operative group (9%) to be less than a half of that in non-operative group (21%), which was statistically significant. The rate of malunion was also significantly reduced in the operative group (1% versus 13%). There was however no significant difference in the rate of infection, radial nerve palsy, time to union or range of motion between the two groups. Hence the authors concluded that operative management had a significantly lower rate of nonunion and malunion with no observed differences in time to union, infection or iatrogenic radial nerve palsy.

There are major limitations of this selected retrospective comparative study, which may explain the differing rate of nonunion demonstrated between the groups with patients who may not be such good surgical candidates not being offered surgery. The declared demographics and morbidity of the two groups were comparable, and there was a greater rate of smokers in the operative group that may have predisposed them to a greater rate of nonunion (13). This is the best comparative study to date and although there are major limitations, it certainly supports operative fixation of humeral shaft fractures in specific clinical scenarios.

A more recent retrospective comparative study by Mahabier et al. (14) affirmed the equal complication rates between non-operative and operative management of humeral shaft fractures as observed by Denard et al. (6). Mahabier et al. (14) retrospectively identified 186 patients aged 16 years or more presented to the study center with a humeral shaft fracture during a 5-year period. Ninety-one patients were treated non-operatively and 95 were treated operatively. The rate of radial nerve palsy was similar between the non-operative (9%) and operative groups (10%); however, the authors stated that 5% of patients incurred their radial nerve palsy as a direct result of operation. Unusually the authors did not observe any nonunions in their series, but described 36 patients with a delayed union defined as failure to heal at 24 weeks post fracture with no progression to healing. The delayed union rates between the two groups were identical (19%). In contrast to the aforementioned study of Denard et al. (6), most patients in this study underwent intramedullary nailing of the humerus (n = 78/95), and this may explain the equivocal rate of union between non-operative and operative groups (10).

If it is assumed from the results of these two comparative studies that operative fixation, with compression plating, offers a lower rate of nonunion and malunion without a significant increase in the complication rate, the question has to be asked whether this is beneficial to patient. The rate of nonunion of humeral shaft fractures varies in the literature from 0 to 23% (5, 15). There is a general agreement in the literature that a good to excellent outcome can be achieved with operative fixation of a nonunion with a union rate of approximately 90% (4, 16). Although these results seem acceptable, a patient would endure three to six months or even longer of symptoms from their nonunion before undergoing surgery. Hence, it would not seem correct to wait until a nonunion is es-
tablished, but to offer operative fixation for all patients would be over treatment and to offer fixation to no patients would seem to be undertreating. Patients at high risk of a nonunion, such as those with more proximal humeral shaft fractures or poor early functional improvement (7, 17), may benefit most from operative fixation. For example, if the overall nonunion rate is 17% (17), the number of needed operations to prevent one nonunion would be six; however, this would decrease to potentially a half the number if only those patients at risk of nonunion offered fixation.

Current reviews would suggest that a malunion of less than 20 degrees in sagittal plain and less than 30 degrees in coronal plane with shortening of less than 2 to 3 cm are considered acceptable (Figure 4) (4, 18). This is however based on a single study from 1966 that only assessed the outcome of 32 patients with no validated outcome assessment or patient reported outcome measure (19). The reported rate of malunion by Denard et al. (6) of 13% in the non-operative group is similar to that reported by Rutgers and Ring (20) of 9% in their series of 52 non-operatively managed patients. We are unaware of a published study that assessed the correlation of functional outcome with radiographic deformity; it would seem intuitive that with worsening deformity, function may be deteriorated. If this is the case, then the reduction in the rate of malunion to 1%, as described by Denard et al. (6), in the operative group should be recognized with a better functional outcome. This is an essential aspect of future studies assessing the outcome of humeral shaft fractures.

This systematic review identified two ongoing trials currently being performed in Brazil (11) and the Netherlands (12) to further clarify the outcome of humeral shaft fractures. Matsunaga et al. (11) published their protocol for a two arm randomized controlled trial comparing the outcome of bridge plating with functional bracing. They proposed to recruit 110 patients with humeral shaft fractures. A minimally invasive technique, as described by Livani and Belangero (21), using a narrow dynamic compression plate is to be used in the operative arm of the study and would be compared to a functional brace in non-operative arm of the trial. The rehabilitation protocol would be standardized for all patients followed up for one year. Their primary outcome is disability of the arm, shoulder and hand score at six months, and their secondary outcomes include Short Form 36 questionnaire, complications, Constant score, subjective pain (Visual Analogue Scale) and radiographic assessment.

Mahabier et al. (12) performed a prospective multicenter observational study on 400 patients with sustained humeral shaft fracture. The management decision, as to whether this is non-operative or operative would be left to the discretion of the treating surgeon. Similarly, their primary outcome measure is disabilities of the arm, shoulder and hand score, which would be assessed at regular intervals over a follow-up period of one year. Secondary outcome measures are the Constant score, subjective pain assessment, range of motion, radiographic union, complications, health-related quality of life using the Short-Form 36 and EuroQol-5D, and time to recommencement of activities of daily living and work and cost-effectiveness. Due to the large data set, the authors proposed to use multivariable regression analyses to adjust confounding variables when identifying independent predictors of outcome. Despite this, not randomizing patients to one treatment method or another would be a major limitation of this study. The main strength of this study would be the cost-effectiveness analysis, which is essential to assess whether the outcome of operative management is superior to non-operative management to justify such an intervention.

This systematic review demonstrated a deficiency in the current literature of level one evidence available for the management of humeral shaft fractures. The available comparative data is limited, but there seems to be an equal complication rate associated with non-operative and operative management with the advantage of a lower rate of nonunion and malunion observed in patients undergoing operative management. However, to potentially operate on six patients to prevent one non-union may not be the best use of the available resources. This ratio could be reduced if those at greatest risk of nonunion, such as proximal fractures, were offered surgery primarily. The current ongoing randomized control trial would offer a greater insight into the management of humeral shaft fractures and help confirm or refute the current literature. If this randomized control trial affirms reduction in the rate of nonunion with operative fixation, a cost economic analysis is essential. As it seems that offering operative management to all patients may be over treatment and not to offer this at all would undertreat. Hence, there must be a middle ground of offering surgery to patients with predictors of nonunion or a poor outcome and this should be addressed in future studies.

Figure 4. A Radiograph of a Patient One Week Following the Humeral Midshaft Fracture Demonstrating a Perceived Acceptable Position
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